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Abstract—We study the impact of hot-carrier degradation
(HCD) on the performance of graphene field-effect transistors
(GFETs) for different polarities of HC and bias stress. Our
results show that the impact of HCD consists in a change of
both charged defect density and carrier mobility. At the same
time, the mobility degradation agrees with an attractive/repulsive
scattering asymmetry and can be understood based on the
analysis of the defect density variation.
(a)

I. I NTRODUCTION
Graphene is a next-generation carbon material with outstanding physical and electrical properties [1, 2] and good
compatibility with standard CMOS technology. Although several research groups have succeeded in fabricating graphenebased FETs (GFETs) [3, 4], only a few attempts have been
made at trying to understand their reliability [5–7]. All these
previous works are devoted to bias-temperature instabilities
(BTI) but no analysis has been attempted with respect to
hot-carrier degradation (HCD). We thus study the impact of
HCD with different polarity of HC and bias components on
the defect density and mobility in single-layer double-gated
GFETs.
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Fig. 2: a) Top gate transfer characteristics measured after subsequent stresses
(ts =10 s) with positive Vd and VTG -VD =0 (pHCD). b) Related results for
negative Vd (nHCD). c) Variation of charged trap density shift ∆NT =Cox ∆VD /q
for pHCD and nHCD, the results corresponding to ts =10 s and 100 s are
plotted. A pHCD stress is able to create only positively charged defects while
an nHCD stress creates negatively charged defects at smaller Vd and positively
charged ones at larger Vd . Interestingly, positively charged defects may tend
to disappear after a stress with larger Vd , similarly to Si technologies [8].

by baking at T = 300 ◦ C in an H2 /He mixture which resulted
in a significant decrease in variability [7]. As shown in our
previous works [7, 10], our GFETs share all typical properties
known from literature reports [5].
III. E XPERIMENT
We analyze the transformation of the top gate transfer
characteristics of GFETs which are known to be sensitive
to the detrimental impact of the environment [6]. For this
reason, all our measurements were performed in vacuum
(10−5 torr). The impact of HCD and bias stress on the device
performance was examined as follows: after measuring the
reference transfer characteristic, a stress with constant top gate
voltage VTG and drain voltage Vd was applied for a certain
stress time ts ; the back gate bias VBG was kept at zero. Then
the recovery of the stressed device was monitored for several
hours after which a new stress with a larger Vd was applied.

Fig. 1: a) Schematic layout of the double-gated single-layer GFET and a crosssection of the channel region (L =4 µ m and W =20–80 µ m). b) Top view of
the double-gated GFET obtained using scanning-electron microscopy (SEM).

II. D EVICES
Double-gated GFETs with the graphene channel sandwiched between Al2 O3 (top gate) and SiO2 (back gate) were
fabricated using a standard lithography process [9]. Their
layout is given in Fig. 1. Initially, the devices have been treated
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Fig. 3: a) Time evolution of the top gate transfer characteristics after subsequent PBTI-pHCD stresses. b) The corresponding VD recovery traces contain
both strongly recoverable (c,d) and weakly recoverable (e) components. At
low Vd the former has a PBTI-like nature and thus is mainly associated
with the bias stress, being almost independent of Vd . The presence of a
strong Vd leads to a suppression of the strongly recoverable component and
introduces NBTI-like fast trap behavior which is also typical for pure NBTI
in GFETs [7]. Interestingly, the slow trap component remains PBTI-like (c).
The weakly recoverable component (e) is associated with negatively charged
defects created by PBTI at smaller Vd and with positive charge introduced by
pHCD at larger Vd . The presence of an extra positive charge at larger stress
Vd (e) leads to an over-recovery of PBTI-like degradation (b).
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Fig. 4: a) Time evolution of the top gate transfer characteristics after
subsequent PBTI-nHCD stresses. b) Contrary to Fig. 3, PBTI-like degradation
at smaller Vd is significantly accelerated by nHCD which is able to create
a negative charge. However, this is mainly associated with the strongly
recoverable component (c,d). At larger Vd the strongly recoverable component
is suppressed by nHCD but remains PBTI-like due to the presence of larger
negative charge density (d), unlike Fig. 3. The weakly recoverable component
(e) is similar to the previous case, although an increase of negative charge
density obviously proceeds faster. The presence of an extra positive charge at
larger Vd leads to over-recovery of PBTI (b).

positive charge at larger Vd (Fig. 2c). An increase of ts makes
pHCD more pronounced while in the case of nHCD this
leads to a stronger interplay between the two mechanisms.
However, under real operation conditions the HC stress occurs
in conjuction with the bias stress. Thus we proceed with
the analysis of pHCD and nHCD overlaid on either positive
(PBTI) or negative (NBTI) bias stress VTG -VD = ±4 V with
ts = 1000 s. In Fig. 3 the results for PBTI-pHCD are depicted.
The degradation/recovery dynamics strongly correlate with the
magnitude of the applied HC stress. At smaller Vd a PBTIlike shift of the Dirac point is observed which means that
the impact of bias stress dominates. However, at larger Vd an
NBTI-like pHCD first reduces the Dirac point shift and then
introduces an NBTI-like fast trap shift which is similar to pure
NBTI in GFETs [7]. The total ∆VD (Fig. 3b) can be separated
into strongly recoverable and weakly recoverable components;
for convenience each of them is plotted in units of ∆NT . The
strongly recoverable component (Fig. 3c,d) at smaller Vd is
mainly associated with bias stress while at larger Vd pHCD
reduces it and also supplements an NBTI-like fast trap part.
Interestingly, the slow trap part remains PBTI-like and thus
originates from the bias stress independently of the HC stress
magnitude. The weakly recoverable component (Fig. 3e) at
smaller Vd originates from the bias stress and reflects the

In the spirit of our previous work [7], VTG -VD (Vd ) ≈ const
with VD being the Dirac voltage was maintained in order to
approximately keep the oxide field constant during all stress
rounds. Also, in this work all the measurements have been
performed at room temperature.
IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In Fig. 2 the resulting transformation of the top gate transfer characteristics after alternating pure HCD (VTG -VD = 0)
stresses with increasing positive Vd (pHCD) and negative Vd
(nHCD) is depicted. Clearly, the impact of HC stress on the
device performance depends on the polarity of Vd . pHCD
shifts VD in an NBTI-like manner and also leads to a shape
transformation and vertical drift of the transfer characteristics
(Fig. 2a). However, nHCD is of PBTI-like nature at smaller Vd
and NBTI-like at larger Vd while the transition at moderate Vd
is associated with a current increase (Fig. 2b). Then we treat
the Dirac point shift in terms of the charged trap density shift
∆NT =Cox ∆VD /q with Cox being the top gate oxide capacitance
and ∆VD =VDfresh -VDstressed . This allows us to conclude that
pHCD leads to a creation of positively charged defects while
nHCD introduces a negative charge at smaller Vd and a
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Fig. 5: a) Time evolution of the top gate transfer characteristics after
subsequent NBTI-pHCD stresses. b) In constrast to the previous two cases,
both the HC and the bias component create positively charged defects. Thus,
the degradation/recovery dynamics are completely NBTI-like and the recovery
traces contain some kinks associated with the fast trap component, similarly
to pure NBTI in GFETs [7]. Interestingly, both strongly (c,d) and weakly (e)
recoverable components have similar behavior versus Vd . At smaller Vd they
increase, showing that the HC and the bias components create defects of the
same sign. However, at larger Vd the degradation in terms of ∆NT becomes less
pronounced which hints at disappearing of some positively charged defects,
similarly to Si technologies [8]. Also, strong transformation of the curve shape
does not allow a reliable extraction of ∆VD for the largest Vd .

Fig. 6: a) Time evolution of the top gate transfer characteristics after
subsequent NBTI-nHCD stresses. b) At smaller Vd NBTI-like degradation is
suppressed by the nHCD component which creates negatively charged defects.
However, at larger Vd an NBTI-like degradation is observed, because both the
HC and the bias component create positively charged defects. The strongly
recoverable component (c,d) for all non-zero Vd consists of an NBTI-like fast
trap and PBTI-like contribution of nHCD (slow trap). The presence of the
latter at larger Vd means that nHCD is able to create some negatively charged
defects even at large Vd . The weakly recoverable component is contributed
by nHCD-induced negative charge at smaller Vd and positive charge created
by both the HC and the bias component at larger Vd . The former is not very
significant and thus leads to a slight over-recovery of NBTI-like degradation.

presence of negative charge which is then compensated by
pHCD at larger Vd . Moreover, an extra positive charge appears
after the strong HC stresses which leads to over-recovery of
PBTI-like degradation. The related results for PBTI-nHCD are
plotted in Fig. 4. A PBTI-like nature of the nHCD component
at smaller Vd results in a significant acceleration of the PBTI
degradation while its NBTI-like nature at larger Vd leads to
its suppression. However, contrary to the previous case, a
more significant negative charge density avoids a complete
suppression of the PBTI-like behavior. Thus, the strongly
recoverable component remains PBTI-like within the whole
Vd range and no NBTI-like fast trap appears (Fig. 4c,d).
The behavior of the weakly recoverable component (Fig. 4e)
is similar to PBTI-pHCD, although an increase of negative
charge density obviously proceeds faster.
In particular, an extra positive charge leading to overrecovery of PBTI-like degradation is present at larger Vd . In
Fig. 5 one can see the results for NBTI-pHCD. Obviously,
in this case both the HC and the bias component are able to
create only positively charged defects. Thus the degradation
is NBTI-like within the whole Vd range and no over-recovery
is observed (Fig. 5b).

However, a strong transformation of the shape of the
characteristics (Fig. 5a) does not allow to perform a reliable
extraction of ∆VD for the largest Vd . The strongly recoverable
component (Fig. 5c,d) initially increases versus Vd and shows
the presence of an NBTI-like fast trap shift. But the stresses
with larger Vd lead to a decrease of the degradation which indicates that positively charged defects disappear, similarly to Si
technologies [8]. The weakly recoverable component (Fig. 5e)
behaves versus Vd in the same manner which suggests the
absence of any interplay in the considered case. Fig. 6 presents
the related results for NBTI-nHCD. In this case the bias stress
is suppressed by the PBTI-like nHCD component at smaller
Vd and becomes significantly pronounced at larger Vd when
nHCD is NBTI-like. Interestingly, in all cases except Vd = 0
(pure NBTI) the strongly recoverable component (Fig. 6c,d) in
addition to the NBTI-like fast trap contains a PBTI-like slow
trap contribution which is obviously associated with nHCD.
This means that despite the overall NBTI-like nature at larger
Vd nHCD creates some negatively charged defects. The weakly
recoverable component (Fig. 6e) at smaller Vd is associated
with an insignificant amount of negative charge which leads
to over-recovery of NBTI-like degradation. At larger Vd the
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the electron and hole mobilities. This suggests scattering at
neutral imperfections [12, 13] which more likely substitute
disappearing positive defects (cf. Fig. 5d,e). The results for
NBTI-nHCD demonstrate that at moderate Vd the electron
mobility is affected by screening, similarly to the first two
cases. An increase in µe /µh (inset) also suggests screening
while the initial value is close to the one predicted in [12].

positive charge results in an incomplete recovery. However,
all the degradation mechanisms considered above also lead
to a mobility change. The mobility can be estimated using
the transcondactance Gm measured in the linear regions of
the transfer characteristics [11] (Fig. 7, inset); for unstressed
devices µh = 90–150 cm2/Vs and µe = 20–60 cm2/Vs.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
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The BTI-HCD dynamics for different polarities of HC and
bias stress were analyzed. The impact of HCD consists in a
variation of defect density and a mobility degradation. These
two contributions correlate; knowledge of the charged trap
density (sign and magnitude) allows to understand the mobility
degradation which is consistent with the previously reported
attractive/repulsive scattering asymmetry.
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Fig. 7: Relative mobility versus Vd for PBTI-pHCD (a) and PBTI-nHCD (b).
At smaller Vd the degradation of hole mobility is stronger than for electrons
due to the presence of negative charge, leading to an attractive/repulsive
scattering asymmetry [12]; screening effects increase the electron mobility
at moderate Vd . At the same time, for PBTI-pHCD screening becomes
more pronounced after the recovery of the NBTI-like fast traps, since the
concentration of positive charge decreases. The inset sketches the mobility
estimation procedure.
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Fig. 8: Relative mobility versus Vd for NBTI-pHCD (a) and NBTI-nHCD
(b). At smaller Vd the created charge is insufficient for a mobility degradation. At larger Vd the degradation of electron and hole mobility is nearly
symmetric in the case of NBTI-pHCD which suggests that scattering at neutral
imperfections dominates [12, 13]; the slight difference is due to the presence
of positively charged defects. For NBTI-nHCD screening of positive charge
prevents degradation of electron mobility and increases µe /µh (inset).

In Fig. 7 the relative mobility versus Vd is depicted for
PBTI-pHCD and PBTI-nHCD. In both cases a negative charge
is present at smaller Vd and the scattering is attractive for
holes and repulsive for electrons. The former is known to
be stronger than the latter [12] and thus the degradation of
hole mobility is more significant. At moderate Vd a small
amount of positive charge is either screened [13] or leads to
screening of the remaining negative charge. Thus the electron
mobility has a maximum. Interestingly, in the case of PBTIpHCD there are two maxima: the first one corresponds to
the beginning of charge compensation and the second one
appears near the transition point and significantly increases
after the recovery of the fast trap component (cf. Fig. 3d,e).
The latter indicates that the positive charge introduced by the
fast traps contributes to the attractive scattering of electrons.
Since the negative charge concentration for PBTI-pHCD is
smaller than for PBTI-nHCD, in the former case the hole
mobility is also affected by screening effects. In Fig. 8 the
related results for NBTI-pHCD and NBTI-nHCD are provided.
In both cases the charge created at smaller Vd is insufficient
for a significant mobility degradation. In the case of NBTIpHCD, larger Vd causes a nearly symmetric decrease of
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